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Research objectives and goals:

The two main objectives of the study is (2) Find out the basics of current situation of "The overall human capacity development in small and medium-sized enterprises in Vietnam." And (2) Provide a solution to this problem through a detailed model and the specific criteria.

Research structure:

Chapter 1: Theoretical basis for the overall human capacity development
Chapter 2: Current situation of the overall human capacity development issues in small and medium-sized enterprises in Vietnam
Chapter 3: The model and results
Chapter 4: Proposed solution for the detection of human’s potential capacity for Vietnamese SMEs

Research results:

Successful analysis of the current situation of the overall human capacity development issues in small and medium-sized enterprises in Vietnam and the causes of this situation: the status of the problem is still highly limited due to many reasons in both objectivity and subjectivity.

And most importantly, research has come up with solutions to practical application in detecting the overall human capability and a process of capacity
development. The solution to detect hidden capacity has important implications in the development of the overall human capacity.